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Introduction

Cashbacks schemes have grown in popularity in both online and offline
marketplaces. The emergence of e-wallets promotion used by online and offline
retailers. Marketers adopt cashback schemes to get consumers to increase the size
of transactions. However, the objective of this study is to show that certain types of
cashbacks can lead to a reduction in the consumer’s transaction size. Thus, we are
evaluating consumer’s choice between two products, one is of Rs.1000, and a
better product is of Rs.1500*.

Selected Literature

Researchers have classified cashbacks as a type of affiliate marketing (Ballestar,
Grau-Carles, & Sainz, 2016). Moreover, it is also seen as one of the types of price
promotion (Vana, Lambrecht & Bertini, 2018). Cashback has emerged as a short-
term option for the marketer to engage the customers and gain their trust
(Ballestar, Sainz & Torrent-Sellens, 2016). It helps to boost the profitability of the
brand in a very short duration (Ballestar, Sainz & Torrent-Sellens, 2016). A consumer
always tries to offset the losses with gain (Cheng & Cryder, 2018). Thus, cashback is
making their place in the market and proven to be widely successful in engaging
customers, especially online. However, the literature on cashbacks is at an early
stage and therefore provides enough scope to investigate the influence of
cashbacks. A review of the type of cashback schemes shows that there are various
types of cashback schemes that are popular. Some of these cashbacks are a flat
cashback ($P off), flat-rate cashback (Q% off) or a rate cashback with a maximum
cashback (R% off with maximum off $ S). There is very little research in the domain
of cashbacks, and there is hardly any literature that has compared different types of
cashbacks.

Methodology

The study uses an experimental approach. Subjects (N=123) were randomly
allocated to one of the four between-subjects conditions. There were given a
situation where they had to choose between two power banks priced at Rs.1000
(Intex) and Rs.1500 (Philips). The manipulation across the cells was in the type of
cashbacks. The control cell had no cashback (NC), and the other cells had flat
cashback (FC, flat 20%), low cashback with a maximum (LC, 20% cashback,
maximum Rs.200) and high cashback with a maxima (HC, 40% cashback, maximum
Rs.200).

*($1 = 73 INR approx.) 

Analysis and Result

The proportion of people who choose the high priced product in each of the four
cells is shown in Figure 1 below. A Chi-square test showed that the proportion of
people who choose the high priced product varied across the four cells (Chi-
square=8.43, p=0.03). The proportion in the NC (no cashback) condition was 87.5%;
this shows the free choice unaffected by cashbacks. A pairwise comparison
indicates that there was no significant difference between NC and FC conditions
(Chi-square=0.42, p=0.42), indicating that Flat cashbacks do not affect choice
patterns. A comparison of NC with HC (Chi-square=7.03, p=0.007) shows that in HC
condition, consumer preferences shifted towards buying a product of lower price. A
similar pattern was observed in the case of comparison of LC with NC (Chi-
square=3.97, p=0.046), indicating that in LC condition too, consumers shifted
towards the product of lower price. Overall results suggest that specific types of
cashbacks resulting in consumers shifting towards the lower price product. For
example, in this study high cashback results in preference shift to low price product
compared to no cashback condition.

Figure 1: Choice pattern for high priced product
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